Celebrate the New Year

Sewing Fun Starts Here!

Arvada
7330 W. 88th Ave., Unit J
Arvada, CO 80021
303-404-0370

Aurora
15400 E. Smoky Hill Rd.
Aurora, CO 80015
720-870-2711

Colorado Springs
5611 N. Academy Blvd.
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
719-597-8888

Littleton
8601 W. Cross Dr., #P-1
Littleton, CO 80123
303-979-2334

www.RockyMountainSewing.com
Sew Fun is a monthly class held at each of our locations. Each Sew Fun Presentation is a lecture-demo class full of samples, inspiration, helpful tips and tools, and it’s FREE for Sew Fun Members!

Sew Fun Discount Card + 2020 Sew Fun Membership is yours for an annual fee of $69.99.

Sew Fun Member Benefits Include:
- Monthly Seminars ($10 each without membership)
- 20% Off Sewing Accessories at ALL Rocky Mountain Sewing Centers
- Receive One Gift at Each Seminar - Value Approximately $50 annually
- Discounts at Local Fabric Stores & Quilt Shops with your Membership Card

Rocky Mountain Sewing Advantage
- Low Price Guarantee - We will NEVER be undersold!
- No interest financing available EVERY DAY!
- FREE Lifetime usage classes
- 1 Year upgrade program
- Knowledgeable staff
- Factory trained service technicians
- 4 locations to serve you
- Largest selection of sewing machines in Colorado.

See store for details

Hours - All Locations
Monday - Friday 10am - 6pm
Saturday 10am - 5pm

Feburary Sew Fun

We might be right in the middle of winter, but you can help to banish those winter blues with this Glorious Spring wall hanging that highlights the delights of Spring. Just imagine, gentle breezes, the warmth of the sun on our face and bunnies frolicking in the garden and stitch out a beautiful wall hanging to get ready for Spring that’s sure to come.

Half Rectangle Triangles of grunge fabric create beautiful play of colors in the diamond shapes of the Harlequin quilt. The diamonds trail off into transparency towards the edges with fainter grey colors of fabric. A layer cake is perfect for the majority of the half rectangle triangles. Solid colors of yardage fabric compete the picture.

Glorious Spring Wall Hanging

March Sew Fun

The Big Book of Lap Quilts from the Patchwork Place features 51 quilt patterns. These quilts vary in technique and style from appliqué, classic patterns, traditional, modern, and a few holiday quilts. You can use your scraps, precuts, or yardage. There are bound to be at least a couple of quilts you will love.

Kathy’s Expandable Carry-All by The Creative Thimble is a great bag. The pattern comes in two sizes, features two outside pockets, three inside pockets, a zipper closure on top, and it expands by unzipping the middle section! Perfect for a long trip or all day shopping excursion.

The Big Book of Lap Quilts

Kathy’s Expandable Carry-All

Aurora: Tuesday, February 18th, 10:00am, 2:00pm, 6:00pm
Littleton: Wednesday, February 19th, 10:00am, 2:00pm, 6:00pm
Arvada: Thursday, February 20th, 10:00am, 2:00pm, 6:00pm
Colorado Springs: Friday, February 21st, 1:00pm, 5:00pm

Aurora: Tuesday, March 17th, 10:00am, 2:00pm, 6:00pm
Littleton: Wednesday, March 18th, 10:00am, 2:00pm, 6:00pm
Arvada: Thursday, March 19th, 10:00am, 2:00pm, 6:00pm
Colorado Springs: Friday, March 20th, 1:00pm, 5:00pm

Harlequin Quilt

Glorious Spring Wall Hanging

Half Rectangle Triangles

The Big Book of Lap Quilts

Kathy’s Expandable Carry-All
You helped us feed 1457 Families this Christmas!

Happy New Year! Every year, for the past four years, you’ve blown us away with your willingness to help us in teaming up with the Denver Rescue Mission and the Colorado Springs Rescue Mission volunteers to feed families during Christmas holiday season. This year your purchases really made a difference! Thank you!!

Here’s the numbers:
- Colorado Springs: 379 families (1516 individuals)
- Littleton: 373 families (1492 individuals)
- Aurora: 356 families (1424 individuals)
- Arvada: 349 families (1396 individuals)

For a total of 1457 families (5828 individuals)

Amounts: Denver, $8624; Colorado Springs, $3032. A grand total of $11,656 donated!

New products at RMSV!

**New Quilters Select 60mm Rotary Cutter**
- The Select Rotary Cutter’s innovative ambidextrous design ensures precise cutting from the left or right side. The unique and easy magnetic blade replacement system means you’ll never drop a blade again!
- *Available in February, pre-orders accepted.

**New Quilters Select Cutting Mats**
- These multilayer mats are usable on both sides, with function and versatility in mind. The one-inch lines with two sets of corresponding numbers that are placed around the perimeter of the mat can be read left to right AND right to left - this means never losing your place or having to count backwards!

**New Quilters Select Long-arm Ruler**
- This ruler has a non-slip coating that makes it a must-have for long-arm quilters, bringing a new level of precision to machine quilting! Never again will you have to worry about your rulers slipping as you guide your quilt and ruler through your machine. The new finger grip holds enhance your ease of placement and movement.

You can now buy fabric by the 1/4 yard at our Aurora location!

We are so excited that we’ll be selling high-end fabric at our Aurora store starting very soon. Some of the high-end brands we will be carrying are Moda, Hoffman and several others.

At this time, this fabric will only be available at our Aurora location. (Pre-cuts available at all our stores.)

**IN-STORE COUPON**

**30% OFF**

**Our NEW high-end fabric by the 1/4 yard at our Aurora location**

*Cannot be combined with any other offer. Savings off MSRP. Available at Aurora only. Expires Feb. 29, 2020.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Special</th>
<th>Regular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60mm Rotary Cutter (pre-order)</td>
<td>$55</td>
<td>$64.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60mm Blade Replacement 1pk (pre-order)</td>
<td>$11</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60mm Blade Replacements 3pk (pre-order)</td>
<td>$29</td>
<td>$31.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36”x60” Mat (special order only)</td>
<td>$189</td>
<td>$219.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9”x10” Cutting Mat (limited edition)</td>
<td>$10</td>
<td>$10.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2”x8” Long-arm Ruler</td>
<td>$17</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A BIG machine for SMALL spaces
Free-motion quilting was never easier. Imagine yourself quilting up to 2,200 stitches per minute, easily manipulating your bed-sized quilt within the roomy 18” throat space. Choose from 4-22 stitches per inch for all types of quilting motifs. The HQ InSight stitch regulator takes away the fear of finishing. The HQ Capri includes lots of light, so you can see your beautiful stitches.

Call For Celebration Price

The Perfect Combination
The HQ Amara 20-inch longarm machine with HQ Studio 2 Frame (choose from 10-foot or 12-foot). Everything you need for free-motion quilting right out of the box including a powerful stand-alone bobbin winder.
Limited Edition Disney ScanNCut SDX230

ScanNCut, the only series of home and hobby cutting machine with a built-in scanner, is bringing a touch of Disney characters to your favorite crafting projects! It’s the perfect opportunity to take your crafting, sewing and quilting experience to a whole new world of virtually endless crafting possibilities. Incorporate your favorite Disney characters into your creations for a unique and memorable touch everyone will love.

**Blade Sensor Technology**

- Auto blade detects the thickness of material.
- Cuts up to 0.1” (3mm) thickness
- Cut materials such as foam and felt virtually effortlessly with auto blade.

**Thin fabric auto blade**

Designed to cut fabric used for quilting and raw edge appliqué purposes.

**Stand-alone (No PC required)**

- 5” LCD touchscreen display for easy editing of cut data.
- Advanced Editing with CanvasWorkspace™
  - Create, edit, convert, and send cut data to and from the machine.
- PES/PHC/PHX Embroidery File readability
  - Convert PES/PHC/PHX embroidery files to cut data directly on the machine.

**Built-in Scanner**

- Up to 600 DPI for Scan to USB
- Get creative! With 1435 Built-in Designs, Including 132 built-in Disney Designs, 140 Quilt patterns, Plus 17 Lettering Fonts
- Wireless Network Ready

**Included Accessories:**

- Auto Blade and Holder
- Standard Tack Adhesive Mat 12” x 12”
- Cardstock 12” x 12”
- Getting Started Guide
- Pen Holder
- Black Color Pen
- Touch Pen Stylus
- Spatula
- Accessory Bag
- Power Cord

**Receive $1,100 in added value:**

- 132 built-in Disney Designs
- 20 Bonus Disney Designs Available
- Universal Pen Holder
- Rhinestone Trial Kit
- 6 PC Tool Set
- Roll feeder
- Thin Fabric Auto Blade and Holder
- Color Pen Set
- Erasable Pen Set
- Low Tack Adhesive Mat 12” x 12”
- High Tack Adhesive Fabric Support Sheets
- Iron-on Fabric Appliqué Contact Sheets
- Built-in Designs

**Brother Disney ScanNCut SDX230 I Want it ALL Bundle!**

Includes everything from above, PLUS:

- Complete Disney Scan N Cut Design Collection, 258 Disney Designs! ($314.91 value)
- New Paper Piercing Starter Kit ($89.99 value)
- Calligraphy “I Want it All” Package! ($218.95 value)
- Embellish Weeding Tool ($14.99 value)
- New Scan N Cut Duffle Bag ($39.99 value)

**Total Package Value $1,968**

**Bundle Price** $1,599

Includes ScanNCut SDX230

Luminaire Innov-is XP1
An Enlightened Sewing, Embroidery & Quilting Experience That is Light Years Ahead!

Revolutionary StitchVision™ Technology
Clearly preview stitches and embroidery designs directly on your fabric with this intelligent projection system.

Guideline and grid markers
Use the StitchVision Technology to project a guideline marker line and a guideline marker grid on your fabric, offering you the option of single, double, angled, or grid lines to light your path with precision.

Large 10 5/8” x 16” embroidery area
Largest and most advanced embroidery frame that Brother has ever offered.

Echo quilting
Surround any embroidery with beautiful echo stitches.

Expandable library of built-in tutorials
View over 30 enhanced tutorial videos directly on the high-definition LCD display

Industry-changing features
Faster and quieter than previous machines
Large 10.1” built-in high-definition LCD display with capacitive technology
65 square inches of workspace – 13.1” needle to arm

Brother Loyalty Program:
Trade in your current Brother sewing machine and receive up to a $3000 trade-in and a ScanNCut 225 when you purchase a Brother Luminair XP1! A $999 value!*

Brother Bundle Worth $5000 PLUS Brother XP1 Upgrade & Playbook! Total bundle Value $6099!

Essence VM5200
Combination Quilting, Sewing & Embroidery Machine
Create just about anything you can dream of with the Essence Innov-is VM5200 combination machine. Perfect for any level of skill with its easy-to-use interface and Droplight Positioning Marker that tells you where your needle will drop. It’s a great option for beginners and experts.

Brother Loyalty Program:
Trade in your current Brother sewing machine and receive up to a $3000 trade-in and a ScanNCut 225 when you purchase a Brother Luminair XP1! A $999 value!*
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**Stellaire XE1**

Embroidery Machine

Let your imagination and creativity run wild with the extensive library of over 725 built-in embroidery designs including over 100 from Disney. The Snowman Embroidery Positioning Marker works with the My Design Snap app on the included mobile device for even greater convenience. Snap a picture of the embroidery area, preview it on screen, and embroider! The design will rotate and position itself in the designated space.

- My Design Snap Mobile app for Background, Line Art and Illustration Scan. Includes Mobile Device.
- Large Embroidery Area of 9.5” x 14”
- Over 700 Built-in Embroidery Designs and Fonts
- Large 10.1” built-in high-definition LCD display
- Fast Embroidery Speeds up to 1,050 stitches per minute
- MY DESIGN CENTER, a Brother Exclusive that offers new design capabilities

**Stellaire XJ1**

Packed with the latest luxury features, the Stellaire Innov-is XJ1 has what experienced sewing and embroidery enthusiasts have been longing for and the built-in library of instructional videos will give beginners the confidence they need to create the projects of their dreams. Experience the freedom and comfort of sewing on 56 square inches of included workspace and create unique projects with the My Design Snap mobile app that can turn line art and illustrations into embroidery!

- My Design Snap Mobile app for Background, Line Art and Illustration Scan. Includes Mobile Device.
- Large Embroidery Area of 9.5” x 14”
- 56 Square Inches of Workspace - 11” Needle to Arm
- Over 700 Built-in Embroidery Designs and Fonts
- Sew Straight Laser Vision Guide
- Large 10.1” built-in high-definition LCD display
- Fast Sewing and Embroidery Speeds
- MY DESIGN CENTER, a Brother Exclusive that offers new design capabilities
- Advanced Presser Foot Control

**Innov-is NS1750D**

- 181 built-in stitches including 10 styles of one-step auto-size buttonholes, and 4 sewing lettering fonts
- 125 built-in embroidery designs, including 45 designs featuring Disney characters, 140 frame pattern combinations and 10 embroidery lettering fonts
- 3.2” color LCD touch screen
- 4” x 4” embroidery area

**NS80PRW**

- Built-in stitches, buttonhole styles and fonts
- Advanced needle threading system
- Super bright LED light
- Aluminum chassis
- Computerized operation
- 4.1” x 6.4” work area

---

Celebrate the New Year

A new line of machines from Brother just for quilting lovers. Packed with exclusive quilting features you’ll adore!

**brother Innov-is BQ950**
- 4.1” x 8.3” workspace
- Sideways sewing
- Longer feed dogs and J foot
- Lockstitch key to automatically sew a tie-off stitch or easily sew a block of decorative stitches
- Automatic thread cutter
- My Custom Stitch™ feature
- Advanced needle threading system and automatic tension
- Jam-resistant Quick-Set drop-in top bobbin
- Sewing speeds of up to 850 stitches per minute
- Dust cover & wide range of accessories included

**Included Quilters Bundle:**
- Featuring an Open Toe Foot for MuVit, Stitch in The Ditch Dual Feed Foot and a 2-Spool Thread Stand.
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**brother Innov-is BQ2450**
- 5.0” x 11.25” workspace
- 3.6” x 6.0” color LCD touch screen display
- MuVit™ Digital Dual Feed
- Automatic Height Adjuster
- Longer feed dogs and J foot
- Pivot function for fast and easy fabric manipulation
- Lockstitch key to automatically sew a tie-off stitch or easily sew a block of decorative stitches
- Automatic thread cutter
- Built-in USB port so you can import decorative stitches
- Dust cover & wide range of accessories included

**Included Quilters Bundle:**
- Featuring an Open Toe Foot for MuVit, Stitch in The Ditch Dual Feed Foot and a 2-Spool Thread Stand.
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**brother Innov-is NQ1600E**
- 198 built-in embroidery designs, 140 frame pattern combinations, and 11 embroidery lettering fonts
- Large 6” x 10” embroidery area
- 8.3” from needle to arm
- Features a large workspace for your projects
- 4.85” color LCD touch screen

- Disney Compatible Machine!

**Get BES4 with purchase of NQ1600E or NQ3600D!**

**Amazing Price for Embroidery Only!**

**Lettering AND wireless capability!**
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**brother Innov-is NQ3600D**
- Automatic feed thread cutting system conveniently cuts thread between color stitch blocks
- Automatic Height Adjuster (AHA) automatically senses your fabric for smooth even stitches
- Pivot function for precise corners, smoother circles, and easier chain piecing
- My Custom Stitch with the ability to combine and edit custom and built-in sample stitches
- 233 Embroidery designs and 291 built-in stitches
- Licensed Disney Embroidery Machine

**Includes Multi-Function Foot Controller a $399 value!**

**Huge Price Reduction!**
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---

**PR 1050X** The Most Innovative 10-Needle Home and Small Business Embroidery Machine

- 10-needle embroidery machine with automatic needle threading
- InnovEye® 2 Technology with high-speed background scanning — 5x faster than prior models
- Add details to any project with inside & outside auto stipple, along with fill patterns
- Large 10.1” built-in high definition LCD display with large, more defined icons and scrolling menu
- 699 built-in embroidery designs; 8 monogramming font styles, 140 frame pattern combinations and 37 lettering fonts.
- Smart stitch management with progress bar & direct stitch entry to pin-point the exact stitch

**Includes Stand or Cap System, Your Choice!**

**$3000 Trade-In**

---

**Pacesetter PS700**

Includes Quilters Bundle (a $300 value)

**Quilting & Sewing**

- 180 built-in sewing stitches, including 40 combinable stitches, 10 styles of one-step buttonholes and 5 sewing lettering fonts
- 8.3” from Needle to Arm
- My Custom Stitch Feature
- Jam-Resistant Quick-Set Drop-in Top Bobbin
- Advanced Needle Threading System
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---

**Pacesetter PS500**

Sewing Machine

- 100 built-in sewing stitches, including 7 styles of one-step buttonholes, and 4 sewing lettering fonts
- 8.3” from needle to arm workspace
- Automatic Thread Cutter
- Stitch Combination
- 2.4” x 1.3” LCD Display
- Up to 850 Stitches per Minute
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---

**Pacesetter PS200T**

Quilting & Sewing

- 53 built-in sewing stitches
- One-step buttonhole
- Built-in threading system
- Brightly Lit LED Work Area
- Includes a Quilters Bundle (a $100 value)
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---

**Small enough to take on the go, Brother’s new Pacesetter Series are must-have machines for creative enthusiasts who want to keep portability and affordability in mind.**

---

Celebrate the New Year

Built with the quilter in mind. New and seasoned. Novice and experienced. No matter your level of expertise, Bernina’s Quilting Edition machines make all your quilting dreams come true with features like dual feed, Bernina Stitch Regulator, Pivot feature, and more!

**BERNINA 770 QE**

The BERNINA Hook

The heart of the BERNINA 7 Series features a novel, centrally placed driver, which allows the BERNINA Hook to run fast yet quietly. The BERNINA Hook sews high-precision stitches up to 9 mm in width with speeds up to 1,000 stitches per minute. The bobbin holds up to 70% more thread than standard bobbins allowing you to sew longer without interruption.

Quiet & precise sewing

The BERNINA Hook sews high-precision stitches up to 9 mm in width with speeds up to 1,000 stitches per minute. The bobbin holds 70% more thread than standard bobbins.

Ask your on-screen support

The Sewing Consultant and the built-in tutorials offer direct on-screen support and answers to your questions at any time, day or night.

Finest stitches no matter which speed

The BERNINA Stitch Regulator (BSR) guarantees precise stitch quality and results at any speed during free-motion quilting.

**BERNINA 570 QE**

The Quilter’s new best friend

- Enjoy superb fabric feed
- Handle big quilts with ease
- Your threads are cut automatically
- Precise and perfect stitches
- Patchwork foot #97 included
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Quilt all materials with ease

The innovative BERNINA Dual Feed feeds the fabric evenly from above and below. It is easy to engage and tucks away when not in use.

Automatic features save time

Thanks to the automatic thread cutter, your thread is cut with an easy one-button operation. Keeps your work flowing easily and saves time.

**Add Embroidery to a 770 QE or 570 QE for only $999!**

Reg. $2000

**Half Priced Embroidery!**
**BERNINA Q20 with New Lift Table**

With the Q 20 lift table model free-motion quilting is child’s play. The generous long arm depth and height provide ample space for managing your larger quilts.

- 20” throat space for big quilt projects
- Unique digital thread tension adjustment
- Easy threading, independent bobbin winder
- Quilting without foot control
- Stitch Regulation for perfect stitches
- Precise stitches no matter which speed
- Three different modes for full flexibility
- Simple customization via touch screen
- Simple-to-navigate touch screen
- Achieve precise stitching results
- Individual settings for full comfort
- Built-in tutorials offer full assistance
- Perfect illumination of the quilting area

**Elegance and Function**

The RMF quilt lift table has been specifically developed for the BERNINA Q20. It is height adjustable and comes with the widest possible range of options in order to facilitate comfortable and ergonomic quilting at every height position. (Drawers and table extensions are optional accessories).

---

**bernette b77**

The b77 focuses exclusively on sewing and quilting. Get creative and sew your own clothes, quilts, or accessories. Discover new stitches and sewing techniques with this easy-to-use computerized sewing machine.
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---

**bernette b70 Deco**

As a pure embroidery machine, the b70 Deco offers everything for decorating or personalizing clothing or accessories. With over 200 embroidery designs installed the right motif is at your fingertips — and you can directly edit it on the touch screen.
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---

**bernette b79**

The b79 is the bernette top of line model. It offers everything a creator needs — this two-in-one machine combines all the sewing functions of the b77 with the embroidery perks of the b70 DECO.
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---

To inspire all your imagination, the PFAFF creative icon offers a portfolio of embroidery features to fulfill your expectations and the ideas you envision. Since the embroidery artisan can have many styles and techniques, the PFAFF creative icon is the right tool for all your projects. With high speed and improved mechanics, you get the most efficient performance for every embroidery. Enjoy the speed of up to 1050 stitches per minute while getting optimal results. A 90% increase in needle power, along with exclusive designs and stitches, make the creative icon sewing and embroidery machine your perfect sewing partner.

- Power, Stability and Precision
- Enhanced Original IDT™
- Multi-Touch, Tablet-Like Screen
- Largest Workspace
- Unprecedented Lighting Design
- Innovative and Exclusive Stitches
- ActivStitch™ Technology
- Comprehensive Connectivity with WiFi, mySewnet™ and SewNotice™

**Pfaff Loyalty Program:**
Trade in your current Pfaff sewing machine and receive up to a $3000 trade-in and the NEW Pfaff Admire Serger when you purchase a Pfaff Creative Icon! A $1799 value!* 

**Endless Embroidery Possibilities!**
- 47 new signature collection designs
- Easy to follow categories for all designs
- 24 essential embroidery techniques
- 812 built-in embroidery designs
- 132 embroidery designs unique to the model
- 8 embroidery fonts with Adina and Ellipse

**PFAFF expression 710**
- The Original IDT™ System
- Color Touch Screen
- 247 Stitches
- Large Sewing Space - 250mm
- Creative Signature™ Sewing Programs
- Automatic Presser foot Lift
- 37 Needle Positions
- 3 Sewing Alphabets
- 8 Sensormatic Buttonholes
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Inspired by German heritage, the PFAFF performance icon sewing machine represents everything you’ve come to value from PFAFF—a comprehensive and innovative sewing experience that truly delivers to your highest expectation. For over 155 years, PFAFF has developed elegant sewing machines distinguished by sophisticated technology, superior results and ultimate design freedom.

- Huge Multi-Touch Screen with a Smart Digital Interface
- Power, Stability and Precision
- Comprehensive Connectivity with WiFi and mySewnet™
- Enhanced Original IDT™
- Unprecedented Lighting Design
- Shared Sewing Knowledge
- Biggest Workspace, More Accessories

PFAFF expression 720

Harness the versatility and precision integral to the masterful sewist and be inspired to take on your next artistic journey. The new expression line celebrated machines from PFAFF embody the union of grace, durability and innovation.

- The Original IDT™ System
- Color Touch Screen
- 428 Stitches
- Large Sewing Space - 250mm
- Exclusive PFAFF Stitch Techniques
- Exclusive Stitch Creator™ Feature
- Creative Signature Sewing Programs
- Side-Motion Sewing
- 4 Sewing Alphabets
- Straight Stitch Plate and Sensor
- 10 Sensormatic Buttonholes

Large Sewing Space

The sewing area to the right of the needle is nearly 10”, great for sewing large amounts of fabric or batting.

The Original IDT™ System

The Integrated Dual Feed from PFAFF precisely feeds all types of fabric from top and bottom for perfect stitching every time.

Exclusive PFAFF Stitch Techniques

Advanced stitch techniques such as floating stitches, triple, double and single ribbon stitches, and stacking stitches.

Exclusive Stitch Creator™ Feature

Create new 9mm stitches or edit the 428 built-in stitches for unlimited creativity.
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PFAFF Premier+2™ Ultra
The ultimate Embroidery software system, providing unlimited possibilities for your designs! Whether you wish to change colors, to preview your embroidery, adjust stitch areas or add a personal touch of lettering.

Celebration Price
$1799*  
Reg. $999

PFAFF ambition 620
• The Original IDT™ System
• LCD Display
• 136 Stitches
• Large 200mm Sewing Space
• 2 Built-In Sewing Fonts
• Automatic Thread Tension
• Mirror image
• Thread Snips
• Speed Slider
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PFAFF quilt ambition 630
Discover the difference of sophisticated elegance with the quilt ambition 630 sewing machine. Unrivaled precision and commanding innovation come standard.

• The Original IDT™ System
• Large Sewing Space - 200mm
• Color Touch Screen
• 201 Stitches
• Speed Slider
• Twin Needle Program
• 2 Built-In Sewing Fonts
• Automatic Thread Tension
• Mirror Image of Stitches
• Thread Snips
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PFAFF ambition 610
• The Original IDT™ System
• LCD Display
• 110 Stitches
• Large 200mm Sewing Space
• Speed Slider
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PFAFF passport 2.0
• The Original IDT™ System
• Compact/Potable Sewing Machine
• PFAFF Original Presser Foot System
• 70 Stitches
• Beautiful Appliqué Pin Stitch
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JANOME HD9 Professional
• High speed straight stitch-only
• Industrial pretension threading
• Built-in needle threader
• Memorized needle up/down
• Speed control slider
• Automatic thread cutter
• Adjustable knee lift
• Independent bobbin winder
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**JANOME Continental M7 Professional**

The M7 has the industry’s LARGEST sewing space available on any household use machine and has been thoughtfully designed, with comfort in mind, to meet your needs.
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**JANOME Memory Craft 550E**

Janome’s largest stand-alone embroidery machine, the Memory Craft 550E, is a perfect companion to your sewing machine. Personalizing your projects has never been easier or faster.
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**JANOME Skyline S9**

For both Sewing and Embroidery!

The Skyline S9 is the first machine in its series to include both sewing and embroidery. This great machine includes Wi-Fi capability that makes it easy to send embroidery designs from an iPad or computer straight to the machine.
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**JANOME M7200**

- 200 built-in stitches, plus alphabet
- Built-in, one-hand needle threader
- Extra high presser foot lift
- 122 one-step buttonholes
- Hard cover included
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**JANOME 3160QOV**

- Quilts of Valor special edition
- Superior Plus Feed System™ (SFS+)
- 60 stitches including buttonholes
- 7-piece feed dog
- Extended needle plate
- Easy convenience
- Quilting Kit Included
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**NEW!**

- 13 ½” of work space, a total work area of 17.81”, more than 3” in the needle/needle plate section
- Bright white LED lighting
- 1300 stitches per minute
- SFS-i, intelligent feed system
- Computerized One-Touch Needle Plate
- AcuFeed Flex Plus
- LCD Touchscreen

---

Riccar R40P Radiance Premium

The R40P still has all the features and technology that set it apart from every other vacuum on the market. Now, however, it’s been redesigned with improved usability. With an improved carry handle built into the vacuum, it’s easier to carry when needed. It’s the ultimate vacuum for allergy sufferers. A seven-stage filtration system with a HEPA Plus media filter, HEPA media vacuum bag and granulated charcoal filter ensure no dust escapes into the room, and odors are contained.

- Two motors work in tandem for unsurpassed cleaning performance
- Stainless steel bottom plate
- Extruded aluminum brushroll with 3 rows of replaceable brushstrips
- Brushed aluminum handle tube
- Twin sets of LED headlights
- 100% sealed HEPA Plus media system with 7 layers of filtration
- Granulated charcoal filter to capture odors
- HEPA media self-sealing bag
- Lifetime belt with Hall sensor protection

MSRP $1599.99
*See stores for trade-in pricing

Riccar R25 Series

Advanced cleaning machines ideal for both bare floors & carpet.

Dirt Sensor
As soon as deep down dirt is gone, the amber light turns off, letting you know you can move on.

Lifetime Belt Protection
When a jam is sensed, the brushroll stops until it’s cleared, saving you from unexpected belt changes.

Full Bag Sensor
Lights up to indicate that it’s time to change the bag, eliminating guesswork.

360° Tuming
Turns on a dime, every time - maneuvers through your home with ease.

HEPA Media Bag
Breathe easier! Multiple layers of filtration pick up and lock in harmful allergens, dust and even pet dander.

- Heads up dirt sensor
- Surface selector on handle
- Extra-long stretch hose and telescopic wand
- Deluxe dusting brush, crevice tool and upholstery tool
- Full bag and replace filter indicator lights
- 6 Position carpet height adjustment
- 40-foot cord
- 8 Year warranty
- Red Carpet Service Plan
- Made in the USA with globally sourced components

Vacuum T.L.C.
The perfect way to keep your new vacuum working year after year! Add this great T.L.C. package to the purchase of your new vacuum.

1. First Year Overall Service One Free! - Value $69.99
   - This complete service cleans, lubricates and maintains your vacuum. Bring your vacuum back to its original condition for better performance. Parts and extended labor extra.

2. One Year Supply of Bags Free! - Average Value $50
   - One year supply is equivalent to 12 bags or one FREE hepa filter for bagless vacuums.

3. Lifetime Vacuum Discount 25% Off - Average Value $190
   - Save 25% off bags, belts, filters, accessories and service for the lifetime of the vacuum.

Retail Value of Over $300
Only $99
Free with any vacuum purchase of $599 or more!
Supralite R17 Premium

Designed for today’s carpet styles and busy families, the R17 has the soft carpet baseplate, making it easy to vacuum ultra-plush carpeting without bogging down and being hard to push. In addition to a seven-year warranty, this machine is eligible for 17 service visits to your participating local Riccar retailer. Bring in your vacuum, and have the belt and other critical features checked to make sure your R17 cleans reliably for many years.

- Squeegee - Cleans bare floors beautifully.
- ABS Plastic Body - Used in hardhats and SupraLite nozzles, ABS plastic is rigid and durable yet incredibly lightweight.
- Metal Brushroll with Replaceable Brushstrips
- Self-Sealing HEPA Media Bag - Meets HEPA filtration standard of 99.97% efficiency at 0.3 microns. Self-sealing bags are simple to attach and remove for clean disposal.
- Two Speeds - Performs at high power or higher power.
- Hall Sensor and Lifetime Belt Protection - Breaking a belt is a thing of the past with Hall sensor technology. When it senses a jammed condition, the brushroll stops until the jam is cleared.
- 40-foot power cord
- Lightweight - Weighs only eight pounds.

Warranty and Free services!
- 7-year warranty
- SupraLite 17 - A special service plan allowing 17 service visits.
  Service value over $1100!

R30D Brilliance Deluxe

It now sports a new look with a built-in carry handle and a rich, new color. It features the revolutionary Tandem Air System and multi-stage filtration including HEPA media and charcoal filters to trap allergens and odors. A self-sealing HEPA media bag makes bag changing simple.

With a lifetime belt and metal parts in high-wear areas, it’s built to last for years of cleaning carpets, rugs, bare floors and even with tools. A telescopic aluminum wand with stretch hose and on-board tools give you the power to reach up to 17 feet for cleaning floor to ceiling and everything in between.

- 12 Amp motor
- Steel bottom plate, brushroll and replaceable brushstrips
- Aluminum handle tube with Deluxe Touch grip
- Lifetime belt with Hall sensor protection
- 6-stage filtration with HEPA media and foam charcoal filters
- Self-sealing HEPA media vacuum bag
- 6-position HEPA media vacuum bag
- Full bag indicator
- 40-foot cord
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Roll Out The Riccar Red Carpet

Excerpt from Cathy Elsaesser’s Blog

In the market for a new vacuum? If so, be sure to check out the Riccar line of vacuums. Not only do you get a great vacuum, but, if you buy a Riccar premium upright vacuum, we’ll roll out the Riccar Red Carpet for you! It’s like a preventive health checkup for your vacuum.

For qualifying Riccar vacuums, the Riccar Red Carpet treatment provides free tune ups for the vacuum during specific time intervals. These regular tune ups help keep your vacuum running at peak performance. So, if you’ve already purchased a Riccar vacuum or are thinking about it, check to see if there is a Red Carpet Service Plan sticker on the back, side or in the dust compartment of the machine. If so, your vacuum qualifies for the plan.

Free Tune Up Schedule After Purchase
The Riccar Red Carpet Service Plan offers three free tune-ups to R40P customers: the first 11-13 months after purchase, the second 35-37 months after purchase and the final tune-up 59-61 months after purchase.

R30 customers may receive tune-ups the first 23-25 months after purchase and the second 47-49 months after purchase.

For R25, R20, R10 and Vibrance models that qualify, the plan offers free tune ups the first 11-13 months after purchase and the second 35-37 months after purchase.

Tune Up
During your Riccar Red Carpet Plan visit, we replace the bag and filter in your machine and give it a full tune up and cleaning. During the tune up, if applicable to your model, we inspect:

- Belt
- Agitator brush strips
- Hose
- Full bag indicator
- Brushroll jam indicator
- Floor selector switch (if applicable)
- Carpet height adjustment
- Headlights
- Suction and airflow

For these items, normal warranty procedures apply and will be replaced at no cost if any item is found to be defective. Charges may apply to replace items not covered by the warranty or for failures that result from abuse to the vacuum or commercial use.

Even with the Riccar Red Carpet Treatment for your qualifying Riccar vacuum, consider our Vacuum T.L.C. program. With this program you’ll get an additional complete service, one year supply of bags, and a lifetime discount of 25% off bags, belts, filters, accessories, service for that vacuum.

Regular vacuum maintenance can help prolong the life of your vacuum. Even the highest quality vacuums built to last for decades need regular maintenance. For more information about the Riccar Red Carpet Service Plan and our T.L.C. program, give us a call at any of our locations.

Nellie’s Cordless Wow Mop

Cordless, lightweight and rechargeable, this mop makes an effortless job of cleaning floors. Designed with a high-frequency motor and a long grip handle, it tackles tough dirt and stains effortlessly. Includes oscillating washable pads.

- Works on hardwood, tile, ceramic, and more
- LED lights on base
- Rechargeable lithium battery

WOW Mop Bundle!

Call For Celebration Price
Simplicity S65 Cordless
Quick, easy and versatile, the lightweight Cordless Multi-Use Vacuum adapts quickly to whatever you need to clean.
- Two-Speed Motor
- Soft Start
- Multiple Attachments
- Swivel Nozzle
- LED Headlight
- Bagless
- Cordless
- Quick Change Battery
- Ergonomic Handle Grip

Call For Celebration Price

Simplicity Jill Compact Canister
She’s small in size but big on power! Jill cleans small spaces with bare floors beautifully and traps dust particles in her HEPA media bag and filter.
- Full Bag Indicator
- HEPA Media Filter Lightweight - It’s only 9 pounds!
- HEPA Media Bag - Traps particles in the bag when vacuuming.
- Bonus Tools - Includes a bonus floor tool with soft-as-a-lamb microfiber pad.

Call For Celebration Price

Miele C3 Brilliant
Features:
- High suction power – 1,200 W
- Gentle on delicate hard floors – flexible Parquet Twister XL
- Maximum air hygiene with HEPA AirClean filter
- Easy-fit floorhead – illuminated Park System
- Lights up every corner – Comfort handle with SpotLight
- Deluxe handle grip with electrobrush and suction controls

MSRP $1599
*See stores for trade-in pricing

Miele C2 Electro+
Canister vacuum cleaner with electrobrush for thorough cleaning of heavy-duty carpeting.
- Maximum suction power – 1,200 W
- Optimum carpet care - electrobrush for intensive deep cleaning
- Gentle on sensitive hard floors - soft parquet brush
- Maximum air hygiene with HEPA AirClean filter
- Space-saving storage thanks to the Compact System
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Miele Blizzard CX1 HomeCare
- Bagless canister vacuum
- 1,200–watt Miele-made Vortex Motor
- 4-setting suction control via Rotary Dial
- Mono-Cyclone Vortex multi-stage filtration system
- HEPA Lifetime filter
- Integrated Upholstery Tool and Crevice Nozzle
- ComfortClean self-cleaning Gore CleanStream fine dust filter
- Electro Premium Floorhead
- Dusting Brush included separately.
- 33 ft overall cleaning radius

Call For Celebration Price

Miele Dynamic U1 Maverick
Upright vacuum cleaners with handle controls and electrobrush for the greatest demands.
- High suction power – 1,200 W
- Highly maneuverable – 46 ft operating radius and ComfortTwister
- 4 ft greater operating radius thanks to the flexible hose extension
- Long service life – 6l AirClean 3D Efficiency dustbag

Call For Celebration Price

New cabinets for your sewing room!

**MOD Electric Lift**

- **Cabinet Dimensions**: 45-1/2" W x 39-1/2" D x 30" H
- **Ash White only**
- **Celebration Price**: $1999* Reg. $2649

**Comfort**
- Three-position hydraulic lift allows you to go between free arm, flat bed and storage positions
- Quilt leaf stored on back of cabinet keeps large projects from pulling or laying on the floor
- Large drawer on the Kangaroo includes a removable cover to expand your work area
- Front panel is removable for access to knee lifter
- Designed to work with a custom machine insert increasing comfort and efficiency with a totally flush work surface

**Storage and Organization**
- Large pull out drawer on cabinet for notion storage
- Pull out Joey II for additional workspace with three locking drawers

**Design**
- Fully assembled
- Lifetime warranty
- Multiple comfort features
- Extra-large electric lift opening to fit largest sewing machines on the market, up to 65 lbs

**Kangaroo with Joey II**

- **Cabinet Dimensions**: 55-5/8" W x 21" D x 29-1/2" H
- **Ash White or Teak**
- **Celebration Price**: $1399* Reg. $1849

**Competition Price**
- **Celebration Price**: $1999* Reg. $2649

**Comfort**
- Electric lift that moves with the touch of a button and auto stops for different lift positions
- Quilt leaf stored on back of cabinet keeps large projects from pulling or laying on the floor
- Fits in perfectly with other cabinets in the modular line of Kangaroo Sewing Furniture
- Designed to work with a custom machine insert increasing comfort and efficiency with a totally flush work surface

**Storage and Organization**
- Two height adjustable shelves for storage of insert or small notions
- Pocket door to conceal machine in storage position to keep safe

**Design**
- Fully assembled
- Sturdy design with locking industrial casters
- Lifetime warranty
- Multiple comfort features

**Wallaby**

- **Cabinet Dimensions**: Closed: 42-3/4" W x 19" D x 30-1/4" H
- **Fully Opened**: 70-5/8" W x 59-7/8" D x 29-1/2" H
- **Ash White or Teak**
- **Celebration Price**: $1199* Reg. $1599

**Competition Price**
- **Celebration Price**: $1199* Reg. $1599

**Comfort**
- Three-position hydraulic lift allows you to go between free arm, flat bed and storage positions
- Quilt leaf stored on back of cabinet keeps large projects from pulling or laying on the floor
- Convenient serger foldout leaf keeps machine within easy reach
- Designed to work with a custom machine insert increasing comfort and efficiency with a totally flush workspace

**Storage and Organization**
- Plenty of storage with 33 spool holders, large door bin, extra drawer for notions
- Hideaway cubby is perfect for serger or baskets of fabric
- Locking cabinet doors

**Design**
- Fully assembled
- Sturdy design with locking industrial casters
- Lifetime warranty
- Wood panel over sewing well
- Large lift opening to fit most large sewing machines on the market, up to 65 lbs
Limited Time Offer From Kangaroo Sewing Furniture

A perfect addition to your new Kangaroo Sewing Cabinet is the Daylight Slimline table lamp. RMSV and Kangaroo Sewing Furniture have developed this exclusive offer to enhance your sewing experience.

Kangaroo Sewing Furniture’s focus is to create an experience that will accommodate longer periods of time spent behind your sewing machine, with increased comfort. With the addition of lighting you will also benefit from less eye fatigue.

FREE
Daylight Slimline 3 table lamp with Kangaroo furniture purchase, a $215 value!*  

Kangaroo Sewing Furniture
- Fully assembled
- Lifetime warranty
- Multiple comfort features
- Models to fit all sewing machines

Daylight Slimline 3
- 4 brightness levels
- 3,000 Lux at 30 cm
- 1,065 lumens
- Brushed steel finish

*Free Daylight Slimline 3 offer good on purchase Kangaroo sewing cabinet at a regular price of $799 or more, while supplies last, ends 1/31/20.


**Limited Time Offer From Kangaroo Sewing Furniture**

**Dixie Cutting Table**

You need an all-in-one: a workspace that allows you to rethink, reshape and redesign at a moment’s notice. Fortunately, The Dixie Adjustable Cutting Table does just that.

Adjustable in height and size, the Dixie’s fold-out leaves provide an immense 49” of workspace when needed, and slim down to a paltry 14” when not. You’ll love the metal frame provides corner-to-corner sturdiness. Includes complementary dual shelving units for material and tool storage below.

**Celebration Price**

$499*  
Reg. $659

**Adjustable Sewing Chair**

Your workspace is the center of your creativity, so why not start with something bold? These sewing chairs feature heavy-duty fabric by Riley Blake Designs.

A perfect accessory to any craft or sewing room, the chair’s plush cushions (featuring lumbar support), expert maneuverability and secret storage compartment ensure that whatever your needs, it’s got you covered.

**Celebration Price**

$269*  
Reg. $399

**Gidget II Sewing Table**

This table is a self-contained, fully collapsible workstation. Say goodbye to the wiggles, wobbles and general woes of other sewing tables. It’s easily be stored or transported. With velcro straps to secure the steel locking legs and dual-wheel roller design, transportation to classes, retreats and even machine!

What’s more, an increased opening size of 23 ½” W x 12 ½” D, means the Gidget II Table is capable of supporting a 45-pound machine!

**Celebration Price**

$249*  
Reg. $399

*Free Daylight Slimline 3 offer good on purchase Kangaroo sewing cabinet at a regular price of $799 or more, while supplies last, ends 1/31/20.
Celebrate the New Year

Sergers & Overlockers

**PFAFF admire air 5000**
- Air Threading Loopers
- Built-In Needle Threader
- Differential Feed
- LED Lighting
- Lay-In Tension
- Adjustable Settings
- Extra Presser Foot Height
- Stitch Safety Lock

**BERNINA L460**
The L 460 produces seams and hems of highest stitch quality, from fine rolled hems to wide decorative edges.
- BERNINA Free Hand System (FHS)
- Stitch-by-Stitch Sewing
- BERNINA Foot Control
- 1,500 Stitches per Minute
- Slide-on Extension Table

**JUKI MO-2000QVP**
Effortless threading with the power of air. Simplified serging with an informational LCD screen.
- Convenient Threading With the Easy Threader
- Automatic Needle Threader
- Informational LCD Screen
- Adjustable Differential Feed
- Beautiful Sharp Curves
- Upper Looper Converter
- Wide Throat Area

**BERNINA B44**
The low-cost overlocker for beginners includes 15 stitches.
- 2, 3 and 4-thread overlock stitches
- Bright LED light
- Differential feed infinitely adjustable while sewing
- Easy threading
- Sewing speed up to 1,300 stitches/minute

**Magic Design Pen**
Magic Design Pen is designed to enhance the creative capability of ANY capacitive touch screen machine. Unlike the standard stylus that comes with your machine, this pen has a fine point that gives you much greater precision and control when using the design center on your machine.

**Featured Notions**
- **Magnetic Seam Guide**
  - Attaches to metal throat plate on sewing machine for ensuring uniform seam width and as a guide to straight stitching
  - $2.99

- **Fabric Cutter**
  - 27 1/2" in length and is perfect for cutting an entire width of fabric bolt.
  - $59.99

- **Bobbin Workstation**
  - Holds pens, pencils, tape measures, machine needle packs, bobbins and more. Keeps all of your items in one handy place.
  - $4.99

*Bernina products not available in Colorado Springs.*

Employee of the Month
Malory Pomranka

I started sewing when my mom taught me to sew for my American Girl Doll in the third grade. Basic skills progressed to sewing my prom dresses, then quilting, machine embroidery, bags, home decor, and now sewing clothes and projects for my family. Being a Sew Fun educator was one of the best jobs I’ve ever had, and I was happy to be able to stick with the program as my family expanded by becoming the Sew Fun manager. I feel lucky to work for a company with such great customers and staff where I get to find the best tools for the different kinds of sewing I enjoy. Pfaff really can’t be beat when it comes to sewing quilts and woven fabrics: the dual feed is phenomenal. Brother embroidery machines are so smooth and intuitive it makes embroidery fun and effortless. I also could not live without my serger when it comes to sewing knits into garments. While I love my machines, my absolute favorite tool in the sewing room is my iron. The new Oliso mini iron was a must-have when I discovered it at Quilt Market. I hope you love it as much as I do!

Since it’s Malory’s favorite, get the Oliso mini iron for 20% OFF*

*Cannot be combined with any other offer. Expires Feb. 29, 2020.

IN-STORE COUPON

25% OFF All Scissors*
Start the new year off with a new pair (or two) of scissors!

*Cannot be combined with any other offer. Savings off MSRP. Expires Feb. 29, 2020.

IN-STORE COUPON

25% OFF* Special order Sew Steady Tables All sizes

*Cannot be combined with any other offer. Savings off MSRP. Expires Feb. 29, 2020.

IN-STORE COUPON

25% OFF* IN-STORE COUPON

IN-STORE COUPON

Lighting

Halo Table Magnifier
Modern and compact, all-purpose, lightweight table magnifier providing 5 diopter (2.25X) magnification with a 12 diopter (4.0X) inset lens.

$76* Reg $90

Sewing Machine Light

$43* Reg $52

Smart Travel Light

$54* Reg $65

Luminos Desk Lamp
Daylight’s brightest lamp! Powerful LED lamp, ideal for working on a large table.

$329* Reg $415

Wafer Light Box
Ideal for calligraphy, stencilling, scrap-booking, embossing, quilting, embroidery, sewing, and much more.

Wafer 3 Light Box (24 x 18) Special $307 Reg. $375
Wafer 2 Light Box (17 x 12) Special $219 Reg. $275
Wafer 1 Light Box (12 x 9) Special $131 Reg. $175

Slimline Table Lamp
Comes with a clamp only, optional base available for purchase.

Reg. $215 $164*

Slimline Floor Lamp
Reg. $275 $219*

IN-STORE COUPON

25% OFF All Hoops*
Treat yourself to a new embroidery hoop and try a new project for the new year!

*Cannot be combined with any other offer. Savings off MSRP. Expires Feb. 29, 2020.

IN-STORE COUPON

25% OFF All in stock Embroidery to Stitch out in your new embroidery hoop!

**Lunch, snacks and drinks provided.**

**Kits, thread and machines provided.**

---

**Kimberbell Tea Party**

Isn’t it sweet how saying, “I made this for you…” is just like saying “I love you”? If you heart machine embroidery then this is the event for you! In just two days you’ll make six exclusive projects to decorate for your own tea party or share with someone sweet. Create a quilted candle mat, a tea cup mug rug, and a zipper pouch that anyone would love. Improve your embroidery skills, learn new techniques, and have your cup of tea too!

**Two-Day Event**

**Fri., Jan. 31 - Sat., Feb. 1**

**Event Center**

10am-5pm

$149

---

**Kimberbell Sewin’ With My Gnomies**

Come join us for this two-day event with a sewing and garden theme! This event features Kimberbell Blanks: polka dot tea towel, buffalo check tote, and rectangle pillow form, plus darling scissors and tape measure. You will learn new techniques like over-the-edge appliqué and more! It’s a cheery celebration, sewing with friends, and Kimberbell.

**Two-Day Event**

**Fri., Feb. 21 - Sat., Feb. 22**

**Event Center**

10am-5pm

$149

---

**Pfaff Lecture Demo & Trunk Show**

This fun and inspiring event is filled with creativity. We will demonstrate the latest in stabilizers, notions, feet, hoops and much more. Plus, you will get to see a fabulous trunk show from our Pfaff educator. From general sewing to creative embroidery ideas, you will be inspired and excited to try something new on your next sewing projects.

See just how easy it is to create or personalize embroideries using the PREMIER+™ 2 embroidery software. There is something for everyone to learn and enjoy during this presentation no matter their embroidery skill level. Discover how to do basic manipulation of designs to make them your own, and then explore your options to create designs from scratch.

---

Get details and Sign up at RockyMountainSewing.com/special-events/

---

Sewing Fun Starts Here!

RockyMountainSewing.com